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Introduction

Overview of the Border Router

In the context of a Thread Network, a Border Router is a device that provides connectivity of

nodes in the Thread Network to other devices in external networks such as the wider Internet,

local home and building IP networks, or virtual private networks (Figure 1).



Figure 1. High Level Overview of Border Router Role



Common Characteristics

The Border Router role will be implemented by devices or products that share certain system

characteristics from a networking perspective as follows.

At the physical and link layers, a Border Router forms a single system that includes both an

IEEE 802.15.4 link-layer interface to be used for the Thread Network as well as at least a

supplemental IP link-layer interface used by an exterior network (Wi-Fi or Ethernet being the

most common).

At the network layer, a Border Router performs standard IP packet routing based on source

and destination addresses contained within an IP header:

•



Outgoing packets from the Thread Network interface will be forwarded to the exterior

interface(s).



•



Packets from exterior interface(s) will be forwarded to the Thread interface and then

routed further in the Thread Network towards their end destination.



•



Packet filtering or address translation may be performed based on firewall, system, or

infrastructure settings.
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Also at the network layer, a Border Router may participate in an exterior routing protocol,

advertise global IPv6 prefixes and handle global scoped address allocation for nodes within the

Thread Network.

At the transport layer, a Border Router should be transparent to end-to-end IP

communication.

From a commissioning perspective, a Border Router will intermediate a secure, user-initiated

joining of new devices to the Thread Network by means of a Commissioner device when that

device is on an exterior network.

At the application layer, a Border Router may provide optional services, such acting as a proxy

for service discovery operations on behalf of devices on the Thread Network.



Border Router Availability

Communication between devices within a Thread Network can take place without any active

Border Router participating in the network. If a Border Router is not available, commissioning

services must be provided by a device that participates directly in the network.

A Thread Network supports multiple active Border Routers. This has the advantage of providing

redundancy and resilience, and prevents a single point of failure.



Types of Border Router Devices

There are two categories of products that may implement a Thread Border Router:

•



Consumer premises networking equipment and residential gateways



•



Consumer products that include a Thread interface as well as alternative connectivity



In a typical home network, the most common scenario is for specialized networking devices such

as access points or home routers to provide routing and Internet access services between the

respective local area network and an exterior WAN (Wide Area Network). These devices are

usually referred to as being Customer Edge or Customer Premises Equipment from the

perspective of the provider.

This category of specialized network equipment or on-premises gateways may also be

provisioned with a Thread physical network interface that will allow these devices to fulfill a

Thread Border Router role.

However, Thread Border Router functionality can also be easily included within consumer home

products such as simpler appliances that include both Thread and Wi-Fi interfaces.
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Multiple Link Layer Interfaces

A pre-condition of implementing a Thread Border Router is the availability of multiple link layer

interfaces.

Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate a system overview of the two categories of Border Router

devices from the perspective of on-board interfaces.



Figure 2. Border Router as In-Premises Networking Device
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Figure 3. Border Router as Consumer Appliance



It is expected that networking equipment will include a Thread interface as a specific wireless

LAN port similar to Wi-Fi and provide the possibility of IP routing between multiple internal

interfaces to the WAN and/or a VPN (Virtual Private Network) connection.

Consumer home products will usually be provisioned with a lower number of interfaces and

usually run within a more constrained system.



Network Layer

Network Layer Overview

The ability to forward packets to and from an external network link, and also to participate in an

exterior routing method or protocol is the main characteristic of the Border Router. This white

paper covers the fundamentals of network layer routing to and from an external network by the

Thread Network.



IPv6 Global Addresses

A Thread Network only operates using IPv6. The use of IPv4 addressing is not supported for

communication within the Thread Network.

Individual Thread Network devices support participation in the global IPv6 (Internet Protocol

version 6) infrastructure, such as being part of the IPv6 Internet. This is achieved by means of

GUAs (Global Unicast Addresses) that are described in [RFC 4291].

Each Thread node can be assigned at least one GUA when the upstream infrastructure for

delegating a global prefix via a Border Router is available.

The Border Router notifies information on the global prefixes it serves to the Thread Leader,

which adds it to a Network Dataset, and then distributes it within the Thread Network.

In some cases, the Border Router may also handle individual global address assignment to

Thread nodes by means of DHCPv6 (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol version 6) messages

described in [RFC 3315]. The option for nodes to use SLAAC (Stateless Address

Autoconfiguration) addresses based on a prefix advertised by the Border Router is also

available.

Thread Border Routers can obtain global prefix assignments by participating in an exterior prefix

distribution protocol such as DHCPv6-PD, L2TP-VPN, or HNCP (HomeNet Control Protocol). If

necessary, they may participate in exterior routing domains with a routing protocol such as RIP
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(Routing Information Protocol), OSPF (Open Shortest Path First), IS-IS (Intermediate Systemto-Intermediate System, and others.



IPv6 Unique Local Addresses

Thread Network devices support ULAs (Unique Local IPv6 Unicast Addresses) that are described

in [RFC 4193].

A Thread Network uses a specific category of ULAs for the purposes of mesh routing and

management within the network. In the context of the Thread Network, these are called MLAs

(Mesh Local Addresses)–either ML-EID (Mesh-Local Endpoint Identifier) or ML-RLOC (Mesh-Local

Routing Locator)–and are identified by a ULA prefix referred to as the MLP (Mesh Local Prefix).

Communication using MLAs is not meant to be routable to the exterior of a Thread Network via a

Border Router.

Supplemental ULA prefixes MAY be used to assign other ULAs to Thread interfaces. This allows

creation of IPv6 fabrics spanning multiple on-premises site-local subnets and wide-area virtual

private networks.

Such ULAs are useful when either upstream WAN (Wide Area Network) infrastructure does not

provide means for IPv6 global prefix delegation or when the application use case either does not

need or specifically precludes routing on the Internet.

Assignment of Supplementary ULA prefixes is handled identically to global prefixes from the

perspective of how they are provisioned to the Thread Network by the Border Router.

Supplementary site-local ULA prefixes may be generated by Customer Edge routers adhering to

recommendations in [RFC 7084].

Assignment of Supplementary ULA prefixes is handled identically to the global prefixes from the

perspective of the Thread interface on the Border Router and that of the global scoped

information in the Network Data distributed by the Thread Leader.



Notification and Propagation of Network Data

Thread interior networks do not use the IPv6 Neighbor Discovery protocol. Global prefixes and

Supplementary ULA prefixes are not distributed using Router Advertisement messages, and

addresses are not assigned using stateless auto-configuration. Instead, prefixes are advertised

in Network Data messages from the Thread Leader.

The TMF (Thread Management Framework) protocol is used for notification of Network Data

from the Border Routers and DHCP servers to the Leader. TMF is based on CoAP (Constrained

Application Protocol) that is described in [RFC 7252].
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